General Regulations for Degrees in the Faculty of Social Sciences

1.(a) A student following a professionally validated and prescribed programme must pass all units mandatory for the purpose of professional accreditation in order to be eligible for the award of the degree. This applies to the following programmes within the Faculty,

ARCU102  ARCU123  ARCU127
ARCU103  ARCU124  ARCU128
ARCU122  ARCU126  ARCU129
ARCU13

1.(b) Where a student would have satisfied the Examiners in respect of a unit but for a failure in one or more components of that unit mandatory for the purpose of professional accreditation, the Examiners may recommend that the student be required to re-sit only in respect of that component or those components. Where the student satisfies the Examiners in the re-sit examination, the grade for the unit will be determined as if a bare pass had been awarded in respect of that component or those components.

2. Achieve More

(a) Students commencing Level 1 of a programme of study from session 2014-15 onwards must attain a satisfactory standard in IPS101 State of Sheffield – Global perspectives on local issues.